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Quiz:
• How many TV viewers worldwide for the final of the 2014 World Cup Football ?
• How many TV viewers worldwide for the tour de France?
• How many TV viewers worldwide for the opening ceremony of the Rio Games?
1. Introduction
Can we believe the organizers?
• It is fairly easy to define the number of people who attend a sports event that takes place within a ‘closed area’ (a hall, a stadium, a race track, …).
o Number of tickets sold 
o Electronic registration
o Estimation based on a visual count
• It is much harder to determine the number of viewers for a sports broadcast on television.
o Measurement problem: how to determine accurately the number of viewers for a programme?
o Problem in reporting: how to communicate in a reliable way the number of viewers for a programme?
Problem
• Although different systems are used around the world, today TV audiences are typically estimated based on information obtained from a carefully selected panel of representative households. • In every panel household, all TV viewing is monitored automatically by so-called ‘Peoplemeters’, i.e. special metering equipment attached to the television sets. In order to determine the number of viewers, residents and guests only have to register their presence.• The devices that gather the information are connected to a phone line or to the internet and upload the information automatically every night to a monitoring institution, such as Nielsen in the United States, BARB in the United Kingdom or AGF in Germany.• In most countries the data are then released in the morning as ‘overnight’ or ‘VOSDAL’ (viewing on same day as live) ratings. In some countries, ‘final’ or ‘consolidated’ data are released a week (+7) and/or a month (+28) after the broadcast date, to include delayed viewership.
 If such efficient measurement techniques are in place, why then is it so difficult to capture the real TV interest for a sports programme in a single figure? 
2. How are TV audiences measured?
Most common TV audience measures
• The average audience of a programme is the sum of each audience for each minute during the programme, divided by the duration of coverage in minutes. The average audience can be expressed as an audience size (number of people), or as a percentage (from a population).
• The peak audience of a programme is the highest audience recorded at any given moment during the programme. 
• The reach of a programme is the number of persons that watched the programme for a minimum of a stated number of consecutive minutes.
• The share of a programme is the audience for the programme expressed as a percentage of the total viewing audience watching television at that moment.
Examplesof output
Pitfall 1: Peoplemeters only register resident (in-home) viewing.
• Out-of-home group viewing in pubs and through public viewing screens(e.g. in fan zones) is not included
 More significant for sports programmes than for other TV programmes
 Probably between 10 and 20% of in-home audience. (FIFA commissioned IpsosMarketing to analyse out-of-home viewing of the semi-finals and final of the 2014 World Cup and they found a 9.8% uplift of the in-home audience. In the United States an out-of-home audience of 20% was found for the Superbowl.) 
• TV-viewers from other countries are not included
 Can be significant in small countries with many foreign TV channels or in neighbouringcountries with similar languages
 For instance: close to 20% of all Dutch cycling fans watch professional road cycling on Flemish TV because of the professional and well-informed race commentary. These viewers are neither included in the Belgian TV ratings nor in the Dutch TV ratings.
3. Pitfalls in analysing TV audiences forsport
Pitfall 2: The difficulties of timeshift viewing and viewing on second screens.
• Technological developments have made it much easier than before to watch TV programmes at a later time.
 Less significant for sports programmes than for other TV programmes
 Data from Finland and the Netherlands show that timeshift viewing for football games is marginal (1-2%).
• Technological developments have made it possible to watch TV programmes online and on second screens
 For sports programmes, people at home are expected to prefer high quality TV screen images above low quality small screen images. Online viewing does offer extra viewingopportunities though for people at work or people travelling.
 Pioneering research in the Netherlands on this type of viewing shows the impact is marginal: 42,000 online viewers for the Euro 2016 final versus 4,228,000 for the regularTV broadcast, or 1%.
Pitfall 3: No uniform standards for reporting
• Different age limits are used for the average audience:
o +3: Germany
o +4: Belgium, France
o +6: the Netherlands
o +12: Austria
o +16: U.K.
• The minimum number of consecutive minutes a person has to watch a programme to be included in the reach measure differs from country to country:
o 3 minutes: U.K.
o 5 minutes: the Netherlands
o 15 minutes: Belgium, France
Pitfall 4: The misinterpretation of the average audience measure
• An average audience of 2 million for a 90 minute football game does notmean 2 million persons actually watched the game. The average audienceonly tells us there were 180 million minutes of viewing in total. It could alsoimply that 4 million people each watched half of the game. 
• Consequently, if 2 consecutive football games each have a 2 millionaverage audience, it’s fair to say the games averaged 2 million viewers per minute for 3 hours, or that the games had 360 million minutes of viewing, or that 4 million people each watched half a game.
• Example: average viewership for the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games Rio equalled 26,5 million people in the U.S. (-35% compared to theLondon opening). A sharp drop occurred after the entrance of the United States team in the Parade of Nations that came much earlier this time because the Portuguese alphabet was used.
Pitfall 5: The misinterpretation of the reach measure
• Usually, reports do not make a difference between gross reach and net reach. Gross reach, sometimes also called cumulative reach, is the sum of all audiences who have watched a programme. But this is a troublesome measure since by doing so the same viewers are counted multiple times. It implies that games that are split up in different programmes have an artificially higher reach than single programme games. Therefore, it is better to use net reach (“unique audience”), which is the sum of all audiences who have watched a programme but excluding the duplication of viewership. 
• Reach is highly dependent on the minimum number of consecutiveminutes used for determining the value of the measure. Therefore, thisminimum time frame should always be included in the communication on the audience reach. 
• There is a relationship between reach and average audience. The longerthe minimum number of consecutive minutes, the closer reach andaverage audience become. Average audience divided by reach is thepercentage of time of the programme the average viewer watched.
Pitfall 6: The misinterpretation of the share measure
• Share is often misunderstood as a relevant indicator of TV popularity fora sports programme. However, since market shares are calculated on the basis of the total number of TV viewers at a certain moment, they are heavily affected by the airtime of a specific broadcast. The total number of viewers shows some typical peaks and lows during the course of the day and it is heavily affected by what is broadcast on all of the channels (e.g. children’s programmes in the early evening).
• For instance: 
o Because the FIFA World Cup 2014 group stage game Ivory Coast-Japan was broadcast at 3 a.m. at night in Europe it had a very small number of nighttime viewers. However, since all the other people were asleep, the share of the game was extremely high.
o In Flanders, the Euro 2016 group stage games played at 3 p.m. had about the sameamount of viewers as the games played at 6 p.m. (400.000). However, since a lot of children are watching TV in the early evening, the market share was only 24,5 for the 6 p.m. games compared to 58,6 for the 3 p.m. games.
• An important problem with average audience data follows from the fact that it is heavily influenced by the broadcaster’s choice of the length of the programme. This makes an international comparison of TV audiences for identical events always awkward. • Example: football games
o Is the halftime break included or excluded from the average audience?
o Is the preview and/or aftertalk included or excluded from the average audience?
Pitfall 7: Different programme lengths and split broadcasts
Pitfall 7: Different programme lengths and split broadcasts
Example cycling races (1): If only the last hour of the race had been broadcast, the average would have been close to 600.000 which is much more than the now reported average audience of 398.000 viewers.
Example cycling races (2): How to compare averageaudiences for these countries? (Stage 7 of 2016 Tour de France) 
finish -4h finish -3h finish -2h last hour after
Flanders 1 long broadcast on 1 channel
Netherlands 1 long broadcast on 1 channel
France France 3 3 broadcasts on 2 channels
1.900.000
Italy Rai 3 Rai 3 6 broadcasts on 2 channels
1.135.000 570.000
RaiSport 1 RaiSport 1
594.000 145.000
Spain La 1 Teledep. 3 broadcasts on 2 channels
1.441.000 336.000
Germany ARD 1 short broadcast on 1 channel
960.000
RaiSport 1
593.000
Rai 3
760.000
280.000
France 3 France 2
VRT
Teledeporte
476.746
3.110.000 4.310.000
NPO
688.000
Paradox: the shorter the broadcast, the higher the average audience ratings !
• TV ratings for specialty sports channels are usually harder to find:
o In some countries (e.g. France), specialty channels are not obliged to release TV ratings data, in contrast to generalistic channels. When specialty channels do communicate, they usually talk about potential reach, the number of subscriptions or an occasional succesful broadcast  
o TV ratings for specialty channels are usually relatively low compared to generalistic channels. As a result, their programmes don’t show up in lists with popular programmes.
o From my personal experience I have learned specialty channels are not willing to share their TV ratings with researchers.
• From the scarce information that is available, it is clear that TV ratings for sports events on specialty sports channels are generally low: 
o Netherlands (Eurosport, free): Classics cycling races 10.000-40.000 viewers versus 300.000 to 600.000 on the public channel
o France (beIN, pay): 1,5 million viewers for final of Euro 2016 (half of their subscribers) versus 21 million on public channel
• Potential paradox: the more money organizers (try to) make from selling TV-rights, the less people are able to see the sport, endangering the long term interest in the sport.
Pitfall 8: The problem with specialty sports channels
4. CASE: the real audience of the Tour de France
On its website, Tour organizer ASO claims “5 billion TV viewers for ASO events in 190 countries.”
“A worldwide television audience of 3,5 billion people watch the Tour de France annually.” (http://letour.yorkshire.com/news/tour-de-france-the-facts)
Screenshot from the Tour de France ‘Grand Départ’ website
“At the Tour de France in 2013 alone, around 12 million cycling fans cheered along the route, joined by 1,4 billion television viewers around the world.” (http://www.skoda-auto.com)
Screenshot from the website of one of themain sponsors of the Tour de France
“The Tour de France accumulated more than half of the total cycling audience on TV (1.981,88 million)”
Extract from an offical (unpublished) REPUCOM TV report
Audience(million) % of totalaudience
Live (“programmes that contain live game action of an event or game”) 309,36 15,6%
Sports (“includes all sports items airing regularly or irregularly. ‘Sports’ programmes usually focus on a certain game or event, e.g. special programs featuring certain competitions”)
225,43 11,4%
Sports magazine (“broadcast summaries of different sports, events or games. They are mostly shown regularly (daily, weekly) and generally feature no live action”)
265,67 13,4%
News (“includes all sports items broadcast within programmes coveringnews”) 1181,42 59,6%
Extract from an offical (unpublished) REPUCOM TV report
• ASO claims 3,5 to 5 billion viewers 
• Repucom measures a global TV audience of almost 1,9 billion viewers (in 15 major TV markets for cycling)
• The ‘live’ audience is only 15%, so just over 300 million viewers
• The ‘live per stage’ average thus is only about 15 million viewers (= 0,5% of the 3 billion ASO claims !)
 This number corresponds very well with my personal observations carried out over the 2010-2015 period and my claim that WORLDWIDE the Tour de France has a regular TV audience of 20 to 25 million viewers.
Summary for the Tour de France
Best practices example
(Taken from the Giro d’Italia roadbook)
5. CASE: the real audience of the 2014 FIFA World Cup final
On its website, FIFA claims “onebillion TV viewers watched the final.”
Newspaper article from 2008 !
There is some ambiguity in communication by FIFA:• FIFA website: 3.2 billion reach, 1 billion watch final World Cup 2014• FIFA World Cup Brazil Television Audience Report: best practices example with a great amount of detailed information 
FIFA World Cup Final Audience (million) Change Remaining
In home + out of home reach 1013,0
In home 1+ minute reach 913,7 -9,8% 90,2
In home 3+ minute reach 840,8 -7,2% 83,0
In home 20+ minute reach 695,0 -14,4% 68,6
In home 30+ minute reach 631,9 -6,2% 62,4
Match audience 570,1 -6,1% 56,3
Reliable number because the TV audiences I have collected first-hand correspond very well with the numbers mentioned here for countries like Germany, France, US, ... Perhaps still a small overestimation for countries where extrapolation and diary methods are used.
Information from the FIFA World Cup Brazil Television Audience Report
6. Conclusion
• To many stakeholders it is relevant to know the TV popularity of a sports event: event organizers (success of their event, …), sponsors (evaluation of sponsorship efficiency, …), TV channels (evaluation price of TV-rights, evidence for rates for commercials, …), governments (evaluation of subsidies, …).
• All these stakeholders deserve clear information on the real TV audience for the events they organize / finance / support / broadcast / … and should not be mislead by virtual or unrealistically inflated cumulative audience figures.
• Therefore, there is an urgent need for uniform standards in reports on TV audiences (same age groups, same definitions of reach, share, …).
• Academic researchers should be very careful when using data on TV audiences, especially when comparing  countries or sport events.
